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Beam-Profile Measurement of Laser Pulses Using A Spatial
Filter to Sample the Hermite Modes for a String of Pulses

Eric G. Johnson, Jr.
National Bureau of Standards
Boulder, Colorado 80303

As a first step in the development of a beam-profile measuring instrument
for laser sources that is capable of determining the distribution of low-order
(less than 25) Hermitian modes in a series of laser pulses, I designed and evalu-
ated the three key parts of such an instrument. First, there is the telescope
system which allows the incident laser beam to be phase, beamwidth, and beam
center matched to the optical spatial filter. Second, there is a brief error
analysis of the structure of the mismatch function between the beam out of the
telescope and that expected by the filter. Finally, there is the detailed analy-
sis and design of the computer-generated spatial filter that will cause the inci-
dent-laser beam to be cross correlated with the low-order Hermite modes and will
create an array of light spots in the detector (Fourier transform) plane each of
which can be uniquely related to a particular Hermite mode of the original laser
pulse.

The principal conclusion is that the Hermite mode analysis can be done with
better than 99 percent separation between modes, provided the phase between modes
is uncorrelated from pulse to pulse when the filter has been fabricated with a
two-level, gray-scale structure which samples the profile with either 0 percent,
or 100 percent transmission.

Key words: computer simulation; laser beam profile; mode-matching analysis;
spatial filter, target designators.

1. Introduction

1.1 Background Discussion

Beam-profile measurements of each laser pulse can increase the understanding of how a

laser source operates. These measurements can allow eventual real-time control of the

source and/or a complete evaluation of the source. There are two basic techniques that

appear to be accurate for beam-profile measuring and that can be designed to allow moderate-

ly trained individuals to perform the necessary alignments and sequencing of the measure-

ments: the focal plane [1] and the optical-filter techniques (ref. 2 and this paper). Each

has its advantages and disadvantages. The appropriate one to use depends on the character

of the laser source, the conditions where the measurements will be performed, and the

desired results needed for decisions and/or control.

The focal-plane technique can use a single planoconvex lens around 2 m focal length to

create a fluence pattern (J/cm2 ) in the focal plane for the far field of the laser beam.

This pattern is recorded with a TV camera system of appropriate spatial resolution and

responsivity. The recorded energy density pattern can then be serially L.ransferred to a

minicomputer to determine a summary, such as the center of gravity of the beam, the moments

of dispersion of the energy density, and the presence of far-field hotspots due to the laser

source and optics. The prime advantages of this technique are: (1) the small number of

optical elements and mechanical parts, (2) the non-predisposition to the characteristics of
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the fluence distribution, and (3) the flexibility of using software for summarizing the

results to determine whether or not the laser source is behaving as desired. The main

disadvantages of this system are: (1) the seconds or more it takes to assess the desired

information allow little chance for real-time assessment of individual laser pulses, and (2)

there can be a phase-front curvature that changes the far-field pattern. The latter effect

can be assessed by varying the position of the detector plane. This adjustment requires

stability in the laser source. In brief, the focal-plane technique is best if the beam

profile has temporal detail of no interest or is too variable to allow some optical

processing technique to eliminate the unimportant information. The computer software

permits a statistical reduction of the temporal variations.

The optical-filter technique is complimentary to the focal-plane technique. It works

as follows: The pulse from a laser source goes through an optical filter which causes a

complex spatial phase and amplitude modulation to be superimposed on the original laser

pulse. This pattern is then intersected by a lens of one meter focal length whose function

is to form the Fourier transform of the modified beam pattern. At selected transverse

locations in the focal plane of the lens, there are spots of beam intensity which correspond

to strength in key features of the original beam pattern. One example of key features is

the electric field strength of the Hermite modes in the original beam. These spots of

intensities are recorded by an array of detectors whose number can be less than 25.

The prime advantages of the optical filter technique are: (1) tne filter can eliminate

the unnecessary information about the beam profile and structure the desired information

into a form that reflects the primary energy content of a laser pulse. This optical

processing happens at the 10 ns rate, therefore the necessary processing is fast enough to

allow a pulse-by-pulse assessment of the beam profile from a Q-switched 1.06 um laser

source. (2) The process is sensitive to the amplitude distribution of the laser beam rather

than to the energy distribution. This means that the analysis is linear in the

electromagnetic field and can thus be made so that we can have a sensitive measurement of

the actual electromagnetic-field details instead of the energy-density details in a laser

pulse. Knowledge of these details can permit diagnostics of the original laser source, such

as the temporal stress changes of the laser rods and the temporal changes in the excitation

processes. The prime disadvantages are: (1) advanced knowledge of the appropriate spatial

filter is necessary so that the optical processing can be optimized. This advanced

knowledge requires a basic structural stability of the laser source system in order for the
reduction of extraneous information to be effective. (2) Because the optical filter

technique is sensitive to the beamwidth, to the curvature of the phase front, and beam

center, it may prove necessary in some measurement systems to include a lens system to match

the laser source to the optical filter. This can imply a significant change in the size and

complexity of the measuring apparatus for that system. This paper addresses such situations

and describes in section 5 how they can be avoided.

1.2 Organization of This Paper

The aim of this paper is to evaluate by computer simulation a beam-profile measuring

apparatus that is made up of three basic components, namely, the telescope urit, the optical
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filter unit, and the detectors. Section 2 describes a telescope that can be used to cause

the laser source, a target designator, to have a plane-wave front at the optical filter a

beamwidth of 10 mm and a match of beam axis. Section 3 gives the mathematical formulas for

the mismatch between the telescope and the assumed mode structure of the filter. Section 4

discusses the analysis of the computer-generated optical filter with detectors and the

results of the computer simulation on how well a physical filter will perform the desired

mode analysis. Finally, section 5 evaluates the concepts involved and, as a consequence of

the computer simulations, makes conclusions in the context of these concepts. The

appendices contain the computer programs used in simulation and some other analysis related

to construction of modes and what response the detectors will record. The design is

directed toward 1.06 um wavelength. If other wavelengths are used then some of the design

parameters will need to be adjusted.

2. The Telescope for Beamwidth and Phase-Front Control of a Laser Pulse

Here we assume four lenses are necessary to get complete control of the beamwidth and

the phase-front curvature of a laser beam. This telescope is necessary only if the phase

front of the laser source is not a plane wave and if the beamwidth, wio, is not 10 mmn at the
spatial filter. Figure 2.1 shows the components of the telescope. The fn are the focal

lengths of the four simple lenses which are chosen to be f2 = 2000 mm, f4 = -f2,

fe = 2000 mm, and f6 = -fe. The distances dn are the spaces between the lenses, the laser

source, and the filter plane. We assume all lenses have an aperture of 120 mm. The qn
represent the complex beam parameters for an ideal Gaussian beam [3]. Thus, we have qn i

bn+zn, where bn = wn 2(R/a), i is (-1)1/2, wn is the beamwidth at the n location, and -zn is

the distance to a point where the Gaussian beam has the width wn. We can use two rela-

tionships for the propagation of the laser beam.

Laser
Source f2 f4 f6 fs

d1 d3 d5 d7 d9 q10

q1  q 2 q 3  q4 q 5  q 6 q7  q8 q9  Filter
Plane

Figure 2.1. Beam adjustment diagram. Note that d2 n = 0 for the thin lenses and fet = 0for the distances between the four lenses.
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qn+l = qn + dn (Type 1--a simple displacement.

fn=0 for this case.)

qn+1 - -fn+ fe2 (Type 2--the thin lens law.
fn-qn dn=0 for this case.)

To make efficient computation, we do the following: (Appendix A has the actual com-

puter listing.) For processes from left to right of figure 2.1, we use

qn = bn+ zn

This implies that Type 1 has bn+1 = bn and zn+1 = zn + dn when fn = 0. Here we set un = 0,
and hn= 1. Type 2 has bn+1 = hn bn and zn+1 fn + hn un , when dn = 0. Here we set

un = n - zn , and hn = fn 2/(bn2 + u 2). For processes from right to left, we use
rn = icn + yn in place of qn, bn, and zn. Type 1 has cn = cn+1 and yn n+1 - dn when

f = 0. Here we set vn = 0 and kn = 1. Type 2 has cn = kn cn+1 and Yn = fn-knvn when

dn = 0. Here we set vn =rn + Yn+1 and kn = fn 2/(cn+12 + vn2 ). Here un, hn, vn, and kn are
parameters for convenience in computation.

In the computation, we assume fn, bi, zi, cio, and yio are specified. For illustration

purposes, we set di = d9 = 100 mn and define M = (bi/cio)1/2 as the magnification change

necessary to match the input beam at 1 to the output point at 10. The computation is an

iteration process, where d3 and d7 are set until lbs/cs-1I is less than 10- 9. The condition

of self consistency requires that the quantities, bs = (f2f4/MD2) 2 and cs = (f6 f8/D4) 2 ,

with the definitions D2 = f2 + f4 - d3 and D4 = f6 + f8 - d2, are equal, since they are the
same when the telescope is properly adjusted. We start the iteration process with the
control parameter T = /dAd 3 set to 1200 mm to get a convenient dynamic range for d7 and d3
of about 800 mn. Thus, we start d = M1/2 and d3 = T/M1/2. The new d.,N are constrained to
be d,N d3N = T 2 where the new d 3N is related to the old d 3 by d N = d 3 [b /c ]1/4.

3 3 3 5 6

We reset d 7 = d7N and d3 = d 3N for each complete new calculation until b5 = c6, as

desired. When the above is done, then we find d5 = Y6 - Zs.
1

In this analysis, we provisionally restrict < M < 1.67, and 1zI < 100,000 mn as the

allowed range of deviation for the laser source beam parameter relative to those of the

optical filter. If the source parameters are outside this range, it will be necessary to

choose different optics to make the intended measurement sequence. For this magnification

range, the range of d3 is 930 to 1700 mn and d is 850 to 1550 mm. If we design the beam

path so that two flat-turning mirrors at 450 angles are used for each distance adjustment,
then the travel distance can be 400 mm or less. Under these conditions, the range of d5 is
2900 to 3100 mm.

The computer program in appendix A generates the values of bn, zn, the convenience

parameter pn = bn2 + zn 2 , the inverse range parameter en - zn/pn, and the beamwidth para-

meter wn = (a Pn/n bn)1/2 for all n values, as well as the round-trip phase, zn - n, dis-
crepancy and the round-trip beamwidth discrepancy bn - cn. The latter parameters permit a
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visual check on the consistency of the computation. In addition, these results are computed

with individual changes by 1 min in d3 , in d,, and in d5. Further changes are made of 2 Per-

cent in b1 and 100 mm for z1 .

This computer program establishes that a telescope can match the phase front and the

beamwidth to the optical filter described in section 4. The position adjustments are very

sensitive. Thus, they will need accurate control to 1 urm over a 1-cm travel range. The

gross adjustment of 400 mm is set at discrete locations of 4 mm spacings. A machined strip

of 100 slots provides this accurate spacing. To illustrate the expected results, appendix A

has listed a base case with M = 1 and z1 = -10,000 mm. No further data will be described

since this paper establishes feasibility only.

Reference 4 addresses the effects of spherical aberration, which should be small for

the lens with focal length of 2 m. The accuracy of the computer-generated optical filter

will be a more significant source of error. If spherical aberration proves to be a problem,

we would use two thin lenses with antireflective coatings and glass with an index of 1.5 to

reduce both the reflections and the spherical aberrations for 1.06-1um wavelength.

Figure 2.2 shows a top view of how the lens and mirrors could be located to realize a

telescope in a space of about 1200 by 1200 by 200 mm 3. Figure 2.3 shows a three-dimensional

view of the telescope. Notice that the d9 distance must be greater than the 100 ym desig-

nated in the previous discussion because the last mirror which turns the beam out of the

plane of the telescope toward the filter requires a space of 200 mm or more. This turning

mirror is necessary to make a compact structure of both the filter and the telescope. The

optical filter will have a lens of 1 in focal length that is antireflection coated and may be

made up of two lenses to make the spherical aberration zero.

3. The Beam Mismatch Between the Telescope and the Ideal Optical Filter

Unless the laser source is a device that has been manufactured with the same physical

laser cavity dimensions, and with the same type of other equipment such as the optics,

electronics, flash lamp, and the optical resonator for each unit; the beamwidth and phase

front from a given unit will not be known without some measurement strategy to establish the

proper adjustment of the telescope described in section 2. Therefore, the purpose of this

section and appendix B is to indicate the type of formulas needed to define the measurement

strategy. It should be obvious that these suggested formulas are complex and will need more

information and work as well as a computer to perform the necessary processing of the final

results so that the beam mismatch can be minimized properly.

The design issues to allow computer processing are not addressed within this paper.

The derived formulas assume that the primary modes of the laser source are represented by a

few Hermite modes so that the results are not abstract. If this assumption proves to be

false, then it will be necessary to do a new mismatch analysis in the terms of a more appro-

pri te description of the natural modes for the laser source. For now, we do our analysis

on the basis that a few Hermite modes characterize the modes of a laser source with suffi-

cient precision.

Using the scalar theory [3], we find that the electric field at the filter can be

represented in two ways, namely (1) a complete Hermite expansion showing the coefficients
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Figure 2.3. Telescope three-dimensional diagram.
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that would be measured by an ideal optical filter and (2) a complete Hermite expansion show-

ing six parameters that reflect the change from the ideal match of the optical filter.

Equation (3.1) shows the former and eq (3.2) show; the latter. Thus, we have

E (x,y,z) = A H (/2x/w ) H (/2y/w f) go, (3.1)
nm n f m n

n,m

where

g = exp [-(x2 + y2)/wf 2].

Here, x and y are the coordinates for the surface of the ideal optical filter. (I use the

word ideal in this section because the actual filter will have inaccuracies which will be

described in section 4.) We assume the z coordinate is zero in this analysis. The wf is

the beamwidth that the ideal filter uses in its decomposition of the electric field. The

coefficients Anm = R n exp (i S ) have the unknown phase factors, Snm, and the measured

amplitudes, Rnm'
The electric field is now given in terms of the coordinates of the laser beam in the

neighborhood of the ideal optical filter as

E (x, y z) = ). B H (/2x/w ) H (/2y/w )g, (3.2)
nm n m

n,m

where

g = exp Li kz - (x2 x 92) (1/w 2 i k/2R )],
0 0

dnd where x = -xo + x clc2 - y cls2 , y = -y0 + xs 2 + yc 2 , and z = -x sic2 + y sis2-
Here ci = cos o, si = sino1 , c2 = cosO2 , and s2 = sino 2. The Oi and 02 are the usual

spherical coordinates 0 and 4, respectively. For this expansion in eq (3.2) to be valid, we

assumed wo is independent of z because 01 and o2 are small angles of rotation, xo, yo are

small distances for displacement, and the phase mismatch, r2 = (kw 
2/2Ro) is also small.

It is convenient to define the six parameters of adjustment by using

Sw= f(l + r ) , c = c =1, s = 0 , s = 0 , r ,
1 i 2 i 1 2 2 2

Po = 2  x/wf, and finally q= " yo/w f. (3.3)

Appendix B shows briefly how the coefficients Anm can be related to the Bnm coeffi-
cients. Here we note from eqs (B.8) and (B.9) that relationship is in the form

An = n m n'm' B ,, (3.4)

where Cnmn'm' can be known by the analysis in appendix 3. The actual measurement has
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R2C C D . (3.5)
nm 'm'n',,m'' nmn'm' nmn"m" n'm'n"m"

Here

Dm'm = < Bn'm B n"m" >. (3.6)

The brackets represent some form of averaging of the phase from each mode of the laser

source. If the laser has truly Hermite modes, then a reasonable hypothesis is

Dn m'nm" = K2nm , 6m, (3.7)

This means that each mode has a uniform random phase relationship to the other modes. Other

hypotheses will be necessary if the basis modes of the laser source are not these Hermite

modes but are some linear combination of them which then can be treated as containing random

phase relationships between the new modes (see section 5 on this point). Additional infor-

mation is needed to complete this mismatch analysis. At this time we do not have that in-

formation, therefore we stop the discussion here.

In summary, we have just shown the type of analysis necessary to unravel the measure-

ments of R2m from the actual mode strength, namely, the Bnm set. Various testing will have

to be done to determine what is the appropriate assumptions on the character of Dnmnn' ma for

each type of laser source system.

4. Design of the Optical Filter Unit

In section 4.1 we develop an almost orthonormal set of over-complete functions that can

be used to understand the detector system, the ideal filter, and finally the nonideal fil-

ter. In addition, some discussion is made in appendix C to identify how this set can be

changed to better reflect what happens in a laser source.

In section 4.2 we develop the formulation to simulate how the detector unit can be rep-

resented and how it can operate to measure the individual modes resulting in a prescribed

pattern in the focal plane of the lens. We also define the conditions that the detectors

must satisfy.

In section 4.3 we set up the ideal optical filter analysis using the Hermite functions

as the modes.

In section 4.4 we do the nonideal filter analysis to detemine the problems in realizing

an optical filter. Here we learn what assumptions and procedures are necessary to get the

appropriate mode analysis.
Section 4.5 summarizes the results of these sections. The appendices D, E, F, and G

have computer programs used to check the ideal and nonideal filter analysis. They are

referenced in the appropriate subsections.
Figure 4.1 shows a side view of the optical filter unit. The tube contains a lens of

1000 mn focal length which is coated to minimize the effects of reflection at 1.06 um wave-
length. There is a filter plate located in front of the lens (illustrated in fig. 4.2).
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Figure 4.2. Filter plate (front view). Illustration of size
and type of sample holes. Actual pattern is complex.

The device performs the optical computing on the incident laser beam from the telescope.
There is an array of detectors at the end of the tube located in the focal plane of the

lens. This array maybe a CC device or a TV scanning unit that has uniform response at the
1.06 jim wavelength. The filter is a complex pattern of grid holes which samples the
incoming beam and causes both phase and amplitude modulation of that beam.

4.1 The Basic Functions for Optical Computing

We define the following as one possible set of basis functions that may be used in
optical computing. This set is not unique. Others are possible and should be considered
when the exact conditions in the laser source are known. For this study, we assume (1) that
the low order (n < 5) Hermite modes contain 95 percent of the laser energy, and (2) that the

detectors are placed at equal spacing in the focal plane of the lens. Thus, we define

H(n,k,x) = U(n) Hn (/I x /wf) exp [-(x/wa)2]

* [cos (2nkfx) (1 + (-1)n)/ 2 + sin (2f'kfx) (1-(-1 )n)/ 2 ], (4.1)

where U(n) ) [ /] 2 cN/(/li wfn'2n)]1/2, and where k > 0 only. The c is the spacing of the

grid holes in the nonideal filter. The c = 0.02 mm for our test. N is the number of grid
holes in the range 0 < x 4 L. Here, L = 35 im and, hence, N = 1750. The wf is the filter
beainwidth which is 10 mm for our design. The f = d/az, where d is the distance between
detector elements, z is the focal length of the lens, and A = 1.06 um the wavelength. The
d = 10 wS, where ws is the Gaussian sampling width of the detector element. Finally, the wa
is defined by

10RI~S DOCMENTAVAILABLE



1 1 1

a f c

where wc= A z/(ws)'and w.s is set equal to 0.02 mn. It is a concidence that ws and c are

the same. It represents the type of dimensions that can be realized for fabrication ele-

ments in both detectors and in grid holes of the film. If we define a weight function,

W(x) = exp [2 (x/wc)2], (4.2)

and allow an integration over the range -- < x < +-, the following results are approximately

true to a part in 10-8 or better for all n and k > 0. Thus,

f d H(n,k,x) W(x) P(nl,kl) = 6 o F, (4.3)
0xk n

where

F = cN[1 + 6k (1)1n]
0

and Sk = 0 unless k = k1 .
If the range of integration is tL instead of t-, then the result of eq (4.3) is not

exactly true. For the low-order Hermite modes, namely n 5 4, the computer results show that

it is valid. Also, for low-order modulation of k < 8, the computer results show that it is

valid. If the final system tends to use n > 5, then it becomes necessary to develop a dif-

ferent basis that reflects the truncation at x = L. Appendix C suggests a way this can be

done.

There are two features of this basis set, namely, the functions are symmetric in x,

H(n,k,x) = H(n,k,-x), and we assume that the y coordinate has the same basis functions, thus

H(n,k,y). If we assume the changes in H(n,k,x) are small compared to the grid size, then we

can make the discrete structure with xz = (.+1/2)c where 0 4 Q > N-1, and we can presume

that the basis filter design can be covered with the range of x being 0 < x 6 L and y being

0 < y 6 L. The other quadrants can use the same grid structure in the fabrication of the

filter. Thus, we have the filter function described with the aid of the function T(x) as

5 3
T(x) = Z j, H(n,k,x) S(n,k) W(x), (4.4)

n=0 k=0

where T(x) > 0 and T(-x) = T(x). We cut off the n and k in our computer simulation work, a

decision reflected in eq (4.4). The y-coordinate function has the sane form. The total

filter can be described as

T(x,y) = T(x) T(y)

for this analysis. This assumption of form allows separation of the two dimensions and

extensive simplification in the structure of the computer-generated models. If this proves

to be invalid, then the problem requires significantly more speed in computation. For this
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paper, we have assumed these conditions so that we can define what will be the problems in

the eventual fabrication of the nonideal optical filter. The nonseparability of coordinates
can then be addressed as necessary in a later study.

The discrete function analysis gives us the result

N-1
H(n,k,x ) W(x ) H(n k x ) = k 6 - (1+ 6 (- 1 )n)

'Z k 1, kl n 12Q=0

for the range of 0 < k < 9 and 0 < n< 5. Appendix 0 has the computer programs that generate
the H(nikixg) set. Appendix F has the computer program that selects the strength of the set
used in eq (4.4) by determining the value of S(n,k) for the nonideal case. We discuss this
situation in more detail in section 4.4.

We have a set of basis functions which can be used provided the modes n > 5 are not
present in the primary bean. If they are present, then the procedures indicated in appendix
C become necessary. For the rest of this section we assume the energy content of the laser
source is such that only the n < 5 is true for both the x and y coordinates. Using refer-
ence 5 we have the electrical field at the optical filter given as

5
U 1 (x,y) = A U(n) U(m) H (/5 x/w ) H (r y/wf) G(x) G(y),

n,m=0 n'm n

where

a(x) = exp [-x2/w 2]. (4.5)

The electrical field at the detectors is given as

V (x ,y) = fdxdy T(x,y) U1(x,y) exp [ (xxl + yy )]. (4.6)

By using the separability assumption for the filter, we construct the following form for U2,

1 H
'J 2(xy) = -~A V (x1 ) wm f H

with

Vn(x ) f dx U(n) Hn(/ x/wf) T(x) exp [-(x/wf) 2] exp[-27 i xx1/az]. (4.7)
wf/7

These Vn(x ) are convenient to simulate the detector.

4.2 The Detector Analysis

We look at V (xi) and form a convenient strategy for evaluation of the finite spot size

for the detector. We assume that each detector has a spatial response that is Gaussian;

thus, we convolve the response function to define an effective detector response at position

"j" as

12



K(n,j) = - fdx V (x ) exp [-(x -jd)2 /w 2]. (4.8)
w/ 1 in i 1 swsr

This form is convenient for the computer simulations and adequately represents what

happens at a given detector. In TV-type scan systems it may prove necessary to develop a

weighting algorithm for the response from each of the detector elements in the chip to simu-
late a Gaussian response profile.

If we use eq (4.7) and integrate over xi, make the definition

F(n,j) - S(n,j) [1+6 j (.1)n] = f dx T(x) H(n,j,x)/Nc,

and note that K(n,-j) = K(n,j) for n even, and K(n,-j) = -K(n,j) for n odd; we get for

j > 0,

K(n,j) = F(n,j) [Nc 2/T//rwf] * [(1+(-1)n) - i(1-(4)n)]/ 2. (4.9)

We can identify the set of Fourier-type transform relationships as

S(n,j) [1+6 (-1 )n]= 2 f dx T(x) H(n,j,x) (4.10)
0 14c o

and eq (4.4).

We can further modify this structure to reflect the fact that our analysis is over a
finite range with discrete elements. Thus, we get

5 9
T(x ) = Z H(m,k,x,) S(m,k) W(xR)

m=0 k=0

and

N-1
S(n,k)[1+6 k(- 1 )n] = N T(xX) H(n,j,x). (4.11)

0 - X=0

4.3 The Ideal Filter Characteristics

The ideal filter has S(n,k) = 0 except for those cases shown in table 4.1. The rela-

tive size of each coefficient R(0) to R(5) was chosen to maximize the strength of the indi-

vidual modes for each Hermite structure as well as allow separation between the modes. The

R(6) to R(9) were chosen to allow the T(x) be positive definite for all x. A single scale
factor remains by which each coefficient can be multiplied. These coefficients allow T(x)

to be less than 1.04 for all x. This scale value was chosen to minimize the error of the
nonideal filter. Its value should be 1.00. For the purpose of this report, the explicit

scale change is unnecessary. Thus, to get the correct R(0), etc. for the ideal filter

divide the values given by A = 1.04. The programs D, E, and G are used to generate the

13



Table 4.1. The Strengths of the Ideal

(A = 1.04)

S(0,0) = 0.116

S(2,0) = 0.0408

S(4,0) = 0.04

S(6,0) = 0.04

S(0,2) = 0.01687944

S(1,3) = 0.022859717

S(2,4) = 0.023948275

S(3,5) = 0.027209995

S(4,5) = 0.027589743

S(5,7) = 0.029858334

= R(6) * A

= R(7) * A

= R(8) * A

= R(9) * A

= R(0) * A

= R(1) * A

= R(2) * A

= R(3) * A

= R(3) * A

= R(5) * A

Table 4.2. The Ideal Filter Mode Mixing
S(k,n) Elements

Pure
n= 0 1 2 3 4 5
k

2 1 -8.9E-7 -4.1E-7 +1.4E-5 +5.3E-5 -1.5E-4
3 -3.7E-7 1 1.4E-5 4.9E-5 -1.3E-4 3.5E-4
4 -2.4E-6 1.3E-5 1 -1.5E-4 -4.6E-4 9.5E-4
5 6.2E-6 -3.7E-5 -1.2E-4 1 8.8E-4 -2.6E-3
6 2.2E-5 -8.4E-5 -3.9E-4 8.6E-4 1 -4.5E-3
7 6.3E-6 3.2E-5 -1.2E-4 -3.5E-4 9.1E-4 1

Table 4.3. The Mode Mixing for the Nonideal
Filter with a Two-Level Quantization

1 +1.2E-3 -1.7E-2 -6.0E-3 -6.8E-5 5.7E-4

+1.8E-2 1 -1.iE-2 -1.3E-2 +5.1E-3 2.6E-3

-7.1E-3 -2.8E-3 +1 -2.6E-2 1.8E-2 2.0E-2

5.1E-3 6.5E-3 1.2E-2 1 4.8E-3 -8.1E-4
1.4E-2 1.1E-2 -4.3E-2 2.4E-2 1 -3.5E-2

7.7E-2 1.9E-2 -5.0E-2 -2.0E-2 -2.2E-2 1

14
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expected self consistency for S(n,k), given the values used to generate the T(x) from table

4.1. The basic conclusion is that mode mixing is less than 0.45 percent and this is pri-

marily due to the fact that the n = 5 mode has truncation error. It is possible to elimi-

nate this mixing by suitable orthogonality procedures. This would be equivalent to a rigor-

ous account of the finite range of each mode, namely L = 35 mm. I did not do this in this

report since the prime emphasis here is to identify the key areas of error and to try to

devise a technique for elimination or reduction of those errors. The fabrication of the

nonideal filter completely masks these errors so they are ignored at this time. Once a

technique dealing with the errors generated by the nonideal filter has been determined, then

it may prove worthwhile to do the orthogonality. Finally, the choice of order and strength

for each mode has been arbitrary, it may prove necessary to define other orders and

strengths to minimize cross correlation effects in nonideal filters.

4.4 The Nonideal Filter Characteristics

The nonideal filter has one modification from the ideal filter where T(x) ranges from

the values 0 to 1 and has T(x) either 0 or 1 at each cell location. This implies either 0

percent or 100 percent transmission. It is technically possible to construct quantized fil-

ters with three levels, namely 0 percent, 50 percent, or 100 percent and so forth. However,
it is fairly easy to fabricate a filter of 100 percent or 0 percent transmission; therefore,

it is desirable to consider such a nonideal filter. Using the program "Check" as shown in

appendix a with the nonideal filter generated by the program in appendix E, we see in table

4.3 a mixing between the modes of up to the 8 percent level. If we assume that the phase

correlation between modes is random, then the mode mixing has an error of about 1 percent

for the determination of the energy in each mode. If there is no phase averaging, then it

becomes necessary to do one of two steps; consider a new set of modes which can have a ran-
dom phase relationship between the modes or improve the nonideal filter by using a three or

more level quantization process instead of the two level quantization. In the latter case,

we accept that the problems of fabrication, such as variable thickness transmission films,

can be solved economically or that the cell size c = 0.02 can be changed to c = 0.02*S and

the number of elements becomes N' = N/S. Here, S = 3 allows a four-level gray scale. The
basic two-level quantization is done in "Select" by the requirement

N N
Y(x )= ) T(xQ) - E(xR), (4.12)

i =Q 1  Q=R1+1

which is a running sum. Here E(x ) = 1 whenever Y(x,,) > 0.5, otherwise E(xRl) = 0 . It
is not known at this time if this is the best possible two-level scheme for quantization.
All attempts to improve the scheme have failed because the rate of computation has been too
slow. New time-efficient computation strategies are necessary.

4.5 Summary of Results on the Optical Filter

Briefly, this section has demonstrated that it is possible to devise an optical filter
that can do direct mode analysis of laser beams. There are some technical difficulties that
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still need further work to make the construction of these filters as efficient as possible.
Appendix C suggests what needs to be done is devise the most appropriate modes for a
particular laser source. The comparison of the results for two-level quantization with the
nonquantized version suggests that it is very desirable to devise a means to fabricate at
least a three or more level quantization process and/or devise a time-efficient strategy for
minimizing the consequence of the quantization process.

5. Conclusions
We have learned the following:

1. It is possible to construct a telescope which will allow both a variation in the beam-

width and the adjustment of the phase-front curvature. This unit is necessary only if
the laser source has a beamwidth and phase front that vary significantly compared to

the final desired accuracy from the quality assurance measurements on a particular

laser source. It is necessary to build a matching telescope for a laboratory beam-
profile measuring apparatus so that each source can be assessed to determine if the
source beam profile can be evaluated adequately and to establish what the need is for
such a telescope in a field instrument.

2. The nonquantized version of an optical filter can perform mode analysis with separation
of better than 0.1 percent of the amplitudes. At least one such device would be of

great value to allow a determination of the Hermite mode structure for various laser

sources. Once these structures are known, it is 'possible to devise optical filters

which do not require telescopes, which require only a few detectors, which require no
extensive computation, and hence can be devised to allow construction of a f:-NO-GO
type measurement system. The latter unit will be valuable for field sites using per-
sonnel who have very little training. Technical realization of the nonquantized opti-
cal filter would be done with multiple exposures of high resolution (3000 lines/mm or
better) film.

3. The two level quantization process produces extensive mode mixing (about 8 percent).

To make a quantized optical filter useful, a new condition becomes important. A mode

analysis other than Hermite may become appropriate. These new modes are defined by the
condition that the phase relationship between modes is random. This condition will
allow mode separation to better than 1 percent which is more than adequate accuracy for

a GO-NO-GO type instrument.

4. If the particular laser source has no stable mode structure, then it becomes necessary
to use an artificial mode set such as the truncated Hermite modes in conjunction with a

quantized process that is more than two level. In this way we can construct a GO-NO-GO
measuring device.

In summary, this paper has demonstrated that the optical processing can be used to do
mode analysis and that the optical filter must be designed uniquely for each generic
laser source (instrument). In addition, it can be concluded that fast computer techni-

ques need to be developed to devise the optimum-quantized optical filter for two dimen-

sional beam patterns without any significant symmetries.
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Appendix A. Telescope

10 REM THIS PROGRAM SETS UP THE TELESCOPE FOR BEAM MEnrUREMENTS
20 CLOSE 1
30 DIM X(10.2)
40 OPEN "CEN:".1.1
50 0RINT "NUMBER OF W(1).Z(1) PAIRS"
60 INPUT N
70 FOR I*1 TO N
80 PRINT "READ IN PAIRS'
90 INPUT X(I.1).XCI.2)
100 NEXT I
110 FOR I-N+1 TO 10
120 XCI.1)-0
130 NEXT I
140 K81-
150 DIM B610),Z(18),C(10),Yt10),U(10).H(10),F(10).K 10).V10),D(10)
168 DIM W(10)
170 P9-3.14159
180 DATA 0.2000,0.-2000.0
190 DATA -2000.0.2000.0,2000
200 W(1)-X(K8,1):Z(1)-X(K,2)
210 K8-K0+1
220 IF K9-11 GOTO 1530
230 A=.1064E-2
240 B(1)=P9*W(1)+2/A
250 IF IJ(1)=0 GOTO 1530
260 W(13) =10
270 C(10)=P9*WC10)+T2/A
280 M=SR(B(1)/C(10))
290 Ml1=30R(M)
300 T-1200
305 RESTORE
310 FOR I=1 TO 10
320 READ F(I)
330 IF F(I)=0 GOTO 360
340 D(I)=0
350 GOTO 400
3G0 U(I)=0
3i0 V(I)=0
30 H(I)=1
390 K%(I)=1
400 tE ;t I
410 D(1)1C0
420 D(9)=100
430 D(7)=11*T
440 D(3)=T/11
4C0 FOR 1=1 TO 4

.170 GE3*r i5

4'0 FOR J=1 TO 4
490 1=10-J
500 GOSUIJ 360
510 NtEXT J
520 1Yv=0

533 C1=3(5)/C(6)
50 E2=131-1

5'0 IF AeD3(D2)<.1E-3 GOTO 670
5,: N0=N3+1: IF N3>6 GOTO 1550
570 83=(30?(1)
5:J0 B4='301-'(03)
590 D3)=04::D(3)
600 D(i)=D(7)/E4
610 PRINT CONVERTR GENCE VALUE E2=".2
620 I-3: GOUB 750
630 I=4: GOSU3 750
640 I =7: GOSUB 050
650 1=6: GO'UB 868
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E0 GOT O 5-3
G7O D(5)=Y(6)-Z(5)
600 FOR K7=1 TO 7
690 REM TEST GENERATION DATA
T13 NU=K?
710 GOSIJB 1390
720 NET K7
730 PRINT "CURRENT RUN CASE. K8-",K8
740 GOTO 200
750 REM SUROUTINE FOR LEFT TO RIGHT G
760 11=1+1
770 IF F(I)=0 GOTO 030
700 UCI)=F(I)-Z(I)
790 H(I)=F(I)+2/(B(I)+2+U(I)+2)
GOO B(I1)=H(I)*B(I)
810 Z(I1)=-F(I)+H(I)%VU(I)
820 GOTO 850
830 B(I1)=B(I)
840 Z(I1)=Z(I)+D(I)
310 RETURN
E60 REM SUBROUTINE FOR RIGHT TO LEFT G
870 I1=I+1
8380 IF F(I)=0 GOTO 940
EDO V(I)=F(I)+Y(I1)
900 K(I)=F(I)+2/C(I1)+2+V(I)+2)
910 C(I)=K(I)*C(I1)
920 Y(I)=F(I)-K(I)*V(I)
938 GOTO 960
940 C(I)=C(I1)
950 Y(I)-Y(II)-D(I)
96th RETURN
970 REM SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE LEFT A
:,30 FOR I=1 TO 9
990 GOSUB 750
1000 NEXT I
1010 FOR J=1 TO 9
1020 1-10-J
1030 GOSUB 860
1040 NEXT J
1050 RETURN
1060 REM PRINT BLOCK NUMBER 1
1070 PRINT ON (1)"TELESCOPE PROGRAM .
1080 PRINT ON (1)GETDATE (0),"DATE OF
1090 PRINT ON (1)GETTIME$(0),"TIE OF
1100 PRINT ON (1)"FICED VARIABLES ARE
1110 PRINT ON (1)'D(1)-",D(1)
1120 PRINT ON (1)"D(9)u",D(9)
1130 PRINT ON (1)"J(10)=",W(10)
1140 PRINT ON (1)"T IS THE DISTANCE C
1150 PRINT ON (1)"T=",T
1160 PRINT ON (1)THE MAGNIFICATION S
1178 PRINT ON (1)"THE ACTUAL MAGNIFIC
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330

MB=SOR(B(1)/C(10))
PRINT ON (1)"M8-",MB
RETURN
REM PRINT BLOCK NUMBER 2
FOR I-1 TO 10
PRINT ON (1)"B .Z D F
P=B(I)+2+Z(I)+2:E-Z(I).'P
W1SOR(A*P/(P9*B(I)))
PRINT ON (1).B(I).Z(I).D(I).F(I)
PRINT ON (1)"INVERSE RANGE. WIDTH
PRINT ON (1) E,W1.Z(I)-Y(I).B(I)-CCI)
NEXT i
RETURN
PRINT ON (1)"BASE DATA CASE": RETURN
PRINT ON (1)"CHANGE D(:3)': RETURN
PRINT ON (1)'CHANGE DQS)': RETURN

GENERATION

ENERATION

ND RIGHT BEAM TRACE

VERSION 2./27/81"
RUN HERE"
RUN HERE'
IN MM UNITS, THEY ARE"

ONSTRAINT FOR D(3).D(7)"

ET FOR TELESCOPE IS ",M
ATION IS "

FOR In".I

PHASE DIFFER. DELTA B '

2 dim
19

HSI Dudk C "I i L A
gyp{ Y



1340 PRINT ON (1)"CHANGE D(')": RETURN
1350 PRINT ON (1) "CHANGE B(1)": RETURN
1360 PRINT ON (1) "CHANGE Z(1)": RETURN
1370 PRINT ON (1)"BASE DATA CASE REPEAT ": RETURN
1380 REM SUBROUTINE FOR GENERATING THE TEST CHANGES
1390 ON N8 GOSUB 1450.1470.1480.1490.1500,1510.1520
1400 GOSUB 970
1410 GOSUB 1060
1420 ON N8 GOSUB 1310.1320.1330.1340,1350,1360.1370
1430 GOSUB 1210
1440 RETURN
1450 D3-D(3): REM BASE DATA FOR SAVING
1460 D5-D(5):D7-D(7):B8-B(1):ZB-Z(1): RETURN
1470 D(3)-D3+1: RETURN
1480 D (3) -D3: D (5) =D5+1: RETURN
1490 D(5)-D5:D(7)mD7+1: RETURN
1500 D(7)-D7:B(1)-.98*:8: RETURN
1510 B(1)=B8:Z(1)a100+Z8: RETURN
1520 Z(1)uZB: RETURN
1530 CLOSE 1
1540 STOP
1550 PRINT "NO CONVERGENCE'
1569 END

TELESCOPE P2D0244 " VERSI)3 2/27/31
--- OS/ 08 1-------A ------ I - -- ----

3):44:57
~f11(ED1 A2I ASt=--S - 14E-I 1 1 YN -A -- -
D01)= 1)0
)I1)= 130

T IS THE 3IST4:E C34STHAINT F34 )(3),3(7)
T= 12D0
- - - G-4 Z t- -- 34 s -=T -f 3R -T -t-E-s-3 z-9 -S -- - - -- ; - - --- -- - - -
TIE A TJAL %A3NIFICATIN IS
yg= 1

3 ,Z 9) 9F F31 I= 1
2:5?62.22 -100330 100 0

-. 1324007E-
3 "Z

5 1).557961
"3 "F

-. 15)55455E-3
F3: I=

.19515411E-3
2

IVVE=SE RAN3E, 41)Ti It 34ASE 3IFF l, )ELTA 3
-.13232332E-5 13.555876 -.15?55455E-3 .195154117-3

12.105452 -1995.5222 1164.5 14
I)VWRSE RANSE9 41124 9 PHASE )IFE~r, )ELT a
=.5913232E-3----1333155 76--- - .-214242 5:-9 -- 133326?5-7 -
3 "Z . rF F31 I= 4

0

12.105452 -331.14383
-- I#VE=SE 3AN, 1-V-- hASE--3F~~---3LT 3 ---
-. 12029134E-2 4.3?6594 .214?4295E-9 -.1033261E-7

F31 I=
-- ---- 3%43-368- ---- 1421.7732-

I4722SE RA-3E" o3Ti , 3HASE )IF=E2 ,
-. 7)2)1)35E-3 4.3?6594 3

5

-.30254871E-7

1234.5397 -2000

20

--2000

VZ ,) aF

35.439063

BEST DOCUMENT AVAILABLE

TIME OF ZUV HEIE

--------- --- 952f i2 ----- 9933--- ----- - -. -_ .---- ---- --- 2 0

-=t -- --v Z - -T 3- . f-------f3 - s- - - .15 -_ -



IMVERSE RANGE, 4IT4 , PHASE DIFFER, )ELTA 8
.- 8443 0 57 4--3 -- 3.X31-2-95-8 -0---- ----. 3 32544 - - ------

d "Z ,) ,F FD I= 7
13.545719 763.52317 1235.3897 0

--- I-V-;---- E--3 -*E -- )ET- 8-------- -----
.13013358E-2 3.8182958 -. 25329427E-9 -. 11562591E-7

3 ,Z ,) "F F32 I= s
- ------ 4 3,-4 -9 1--- , -2 ---- --------- ^ aa-

1 VE&SE 4A4SE. 41I)T , OHASE 3IFFE2, )ELTA
.49999385E-3 1D.303001 -. 25329427E-9 -. 11562591E-T

245262.22 -99.99977 100 0
1V=2SE QANjE, 413i , PHASE 3IJ=FE, )ELT4 B

--- 1-1 4 70 52-2- +9 IS --- -- 0 + B34?E9i- - ---251-94 5 ----------
8 Z ") 9F Fal I= 10

215262.22 .22954695E-3 3 2030
-4-VIEtS E - 4N~.-,-SE--* )-rt-T 4

.25330287E-1< 1) .87633897E-5 .25192453E-3
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Appendix B. Mode Mismatch

Reference 6 shows the form for generating the Hermite modes, namely

00
G = exp[2pu - u2] = I Hn(p) un/n!

n=0
(B.1)

Thus, Hn(p) = ( anGuo.a. This means we differentiate the generator, G, n tines and then set
u = 0 to identify the Hn(p) mode.

Reference 6 also shows the normalization of Hermite function under the integration.
Thus, we have

fdx VJ/(w /IT) Hn(/2x/w f) Hn(v'2x/wFep-2/ f 2) Snn
-00(B 

2(B.2)

The eqs (3.1) and (3.2) can be rewritten in terms of the generator eq (B.1) as (suppress
unnecessary variables)

E(xny) = n (3  ) (a )
P0 3 u4

g B exp[-u 3 2-U4 +2-(xu3 + yu )jn1n2 wo

(a )r( ( )lgoAn exp[-u32-q 42+2' (xu 3+y4)].
n1n2  u3 u4 nn2  Wf

2fdxdy
w = f - - exp(S),

f

S = iki - (x2+y2)/Af2 - (u12+U22+u32+u42)

x2+y2)(1/(1+r)2 - i2r? )/w 2
- f

+ (2/2/wf)[u1x+u 2y + (xu 3 +yU4 )/(1+r1 )].

We can apply eq (B.2) by multiplying eq (B.4) and by integrating the resulting equation.
The results are

A = fc (a )n(a )m(a )(a) B W/D ,nra un u2 u 3 V4 nim1 nm (3.6)

with Dnn = (2)n+mIn!m!. After a straightforward but tedious integration over x and y in the
W, we find W takes the form, W = WoW1, where we have the many definitions given below:

22

We define

with

(3.3)

(13.4)

(B.5)



Wo = exp(gs), gs = 2(112u4 + uiu3)

Wi = exp(gr)/(i+f )1/2

f7 = fi + f2 + fif2 - f72/4

gr = -f6 - (ul+u3) 2 fi/(1+fi) - (u2+u4) 2 f8/(1+f8)

+ [2 f4(ul+u3) + f42]/(1+f1)

+ 2(u2+u4)[fs + 2(ul+u3)f3/(1+fl)]/(1+f8)

+ [f5 + 2(u1+u3)'3/(1+fl)] 2/(1+f8)

f6 = f2 - f3'/[4(1+fi)],

here

1

1. r
2(1+r1

f2 (2(1+r1

f3 =( 1

)2 - ir2)(c 1
2 c2

2 + s2
2) -

)2-- ir 2 )(c 2
2 + C 1

2s2
2) -

- - 2ir 2 )(s 2 c2 )s 12,

2C= 2

24 2(1+r1) 1]u3 + 2 s21+

kwf

- sic2

1
+ 2(1+r) - ir2)(pociC2 + qos2),

C2 u3c1s2  ik
2f5 = 2 4( - - 1) - 2- - + wf sls2

1
+ 2(21+r_ - ir2)(q0c2 - pocis2 )

f6 = 
2

(1+r) (u3 O + usq0 ) + (2( 1 -
(1vj-1y) -

ir2 )(po
2+q0

2 ).

We can eliminate Wo in eq (8.6) to get

DmA =nmrnmi n'm' n'm t' )n' (a ) (an 3 4 3
+2u 3)n(a +2u4)mW1.
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(B.7)

(8.8)



To go further we would assume the fact that Qi, e2, r , r2, Po, and qo are small and

consistently retain only the necessary terms. For our purposes this exercise is

unnecessary; therefore, we stop our analysis and just show the definition of Cnmn'm' as

C 1 , , D1 ( )n' u )m' u + 2u3 )n(a + 2u4)mW1. (B.9)
nm 3 '4 1 2
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Appendix C. The Unseparated Case Analysis

The new formulas of similar form to text that would be used in the more complicated

analysis are given as:

U1 (x,y) = An Hn(xY)
n

and

U 2 (x 1 ,y 1 ) =
1
iz An Vn(xl,y1 )(Nc)

2 .

Here we define

1
K(j 1 ,j2 ,n) = w 1

s

f dxldy1 Vn(xi,yI)G[j1 i,j 2,x 1,y13,

G(jI,j 2 ,x 1 ,yI) = exp [- ,(x 1 - jid)2 + (yi - j2d)2}],
s

and

Vn(xi,yi) = f dx dy Hn(x,y) T(x,y)
-i27r

exp[- jz (x1x+y y)]/(Nc)
2 .

The filter function has the form

+5

T(x,y) =

j 1,j2=-5

5

1 2
n=0nti2

H (x,y) B(x,y)n

with 0 < T(x,y) < 1 for all x,y and B(x,y) = exp [W .(x2+y2)I. Note, T(xy)

number while Hn and Cn,zi1 R1 may be complex numbers. The Gaussian responses

is

give

K(j1j2n) = dxd (N T(xy) Hn(x,y) W(j1,j2)/B(x,y),

and

W(j1 ,j2) = exp [-21rf i(xjl + yj 2)1.

We make the discrete analysis assumptions

a real

x9 = c(X+), and y_ = (c(l+2).

Thus, the complete orthogonal function transformation sequence is given as

25

where

(C.1)

(C.2)

(C.3)

(C.4)

(C.5)

(C.6)

n



N/2-1

K(j 1 ,j2 ,n) - L W(jl,j 2 )T(x,,y_)H (x,,y )/[N 2B(x,,y_)], (C.7)
X,1=-N/2 X 9

and

5 5 5
T(x ,y)= 1, )_ C H (x ,y_)B(x ,y_)/W(j 1 ,j 2 ). (C.8)

Z j1=-5 j2=-5 n=0 nj1,J2  n Q

Here we assume Hn(kyyx1) are real functions and have

C* . = C
n,-J1,-J2 n,J1,J2

The Hn (x ,y ) are chosen to be such that

F - Hn(xRy_)H_(x,, W(-j 1+j1 ,-j 2+j 2 )/N 2 . (C.9)

Thus, F = 0 is ji # 31 and j2 # j2 for all n and n. If ji = L1 and j2 = 32, the F is 0 if

n # R. Also, F is zero if (Ui) = ja(n) and (j2) # jb(n). Finally, if (ji) = ja(n),
(j2) = jb(n), then we require F = 1. These values imply 11 x 11 x 6 x 6 constraints on the

fonn of Hn(xQ,y ).

We can construct a set of Hn functions by differentiation by x and y of a single func-
tion, D, and impose the constraint that all functions are nonzero in a finite region of x

and y and by the constraint that

) D(x,,y_)2 W(j,j 1 ) = 0 (C.10)

for the allowed set j,ji, namely, 0 < Ijj < 5, and 0 < ljil < 5.

It is easy to show that the desired Hn functions are a linear combination of those

functions generated by differentiation of D. The basic problem is devising the appropriate
D function. To succeed will require computer simulation and appropriate application of
spline theory for two dimensional variable [7,8] and a decision of the reference electric
field that should be used to characterize the particular laser source. One example of such

a reference would be the Hermite TEMoo mode that has been heavily truncated by the

transverse dimensions in the laser source.
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Appendix D.

18 REM PROGRAM GEN TO CREATE FILE GLNK AND H(N.KL)
15 CLOSE 5
16 CLOSE 4
28 OPEN 'MB:",5,1
25 OPEN 'CEN:',4.1
27 REW 5
48 DIM H1(1.81)
78 GOSUB 1118
74 N8-N-1
75 FOR L-e TO NH
77 GOSUB 1428
78 GSUB 3088
79 PRINT "L-'.L.TIME IS ".GETTIMES(S)
81 NEXT L
82 WF 5
83 REW 5
84 CLOSE 4
85 PRINT 'FILE GENERATED'
86 CLOSE 5
87 STOP
1118 REM INITIAL BLOCK
1111 DIM HC7).C(9).S(9),U(73
1112 C-.2E-1
1113 C3-C+2
1114 W1-.2E-1
1115 C2.2*C
1116 W2.18
1117 Z-1ee
1118 A1.1.864
1119 N-1758
1120 D1'18*W1
1121 G5-C2*SORC2)/.2
1122 F-3l/Al
1124 W3-(1/W2)+2
1125 P1.3.141592654
1128 U4CP1*W1/A1)+2
1138 W5W3+U4
1132 W6'2*J4
1134 F 1P1*2*F
1135 GOSUB 1488
1218 REM SET GENERATOR FUNCTIONS
1212 C5-COS(F1*C)
1214 S5-SIN(F1*C)
1216 H(8)*1
1218 V1EXP(-C3*lW)
1220 V2'EXP(-C3*WJ)
1222 V3-V1+2
1224 V4-V2+2
1226 H(1)--G5/2
1228 C(1).COS(F1*C/2)
12SO S(1)--SINCF1*C/2)
1232 C(6)-1
1234 S(8)-0
1236 V5 EXPC-C3*JW*.25)
1238 Vei
1248 V?-EXP-C30A*.25)
1242 V8*1
1258 RETURN
1318 REM HERMITE SET N-0 TO 7
1312 HC1)-H(1)+G5
1314 FOR N1.2 TO 7
1316 H(N1)HC1)*H(M1-1)-2*CN1-1)*NCN1-2)
1318 NEXT N1
1326 REM COS AND SIN SET
1322 C8-C(1)*C5-S(1)*S5
1324 S(1)mC(1)*S5+S(1)*C5
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1326 C(:)=1A
1328 FOR K 2 TO 9
133C C(K)-C(K-1)*C(1)-S(K-1)'16(1)
1332 S(K)wS(K-1)*C(1)+C(K-1 16(1)
1334 NEXT K
1338 V5-V5*V6
1348 V7aV7*VB
1342 V6 -V6*V3
1344 VB-V8*V4
1358 RETURN
1488 REM UCN) SET
1482 U(8) mSOR (2*C*N*SOR C2/P1)/A2)
1483 FOR Nlal TO 7
1484 U(N1)uU(N1-1)*SOR(1/(N12))
1485 NEXT N1
1486 RETURN
1428 REM GENERATE Hi(J) FOR EACH L CASE
1422 GOSUB 1318
1424 H1(1.81)-VT
1426 FOR N1i8 TO 7
1427 N2-(-1)+tN1
1426 H4-H(N1)*U(N1)*V5
1438 FOR K(8 TO 9
1432 J=N1 +K*+1
1434 IF H2(S GOTO 1446
1436 H1(1. J) eH4*C(K)
134) SQTO 1456
1441 N1( .JN4"99I
1456 NEST K
1455 NET NI
1#4 RETmR
3ana kb1 U IF ILE

3818 MT OUTFILE ON (5) HI
3812 MT Him(8)
3828 RETURN
28881 END
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Appendix E. Program SELECT

10 REM PROGRAM SELECT RCH)
28 PRINT 'THRESHOLD VALUE. T1-?"
38 INPUT T1
48 CLOSE 5
58 CLOSE 4
68 CLOSE 3
78 CLOSE 2
80 N3UI
90 OPEN "FILTER".4.
100 OPEN 'STA4.2.8
118 REW 2
128 OPEN 'CEN:.3.1
138 PRINT ON (3)"PROGRAM SELECT",GETDATES(B),"TIME IS'.GETTIMES(C)
140 OPEN "MB:".5.8
150 DIM A(1758).E(1758),R(91.N1(1.81).UT).K(5)
168 DIM A5(11.258).A4(11.183
170 PRINT 'READ IN DATA FROM FILTER YES-.IN0O8'
180 INPUT AS
190 IF A5-1 GOTO 1868
200 PRINT 'BASE VALUES.R(6).R(7).R(9).R(9)-?'
210 INPUT R(6).R(7).R(9).R(9)
220 PRINT ON (3)'BASE VALUES R(6) TO R(9)'.R(63.R(7).R(8),R(9)
230 N-1'58
240 N2-N-1
250 C-.2E-1
268 W2-18
270 P1=3.141592654
280 GOSUB 2188
290 FOR N1i1 TO 7
388 U(N1)-U(N1-1)/SOR2*N1)
318 NEXT N1
328 FOR N1-8 TO 5
330 PRINT 'K(';N1')-?'
340 INPUT K(N1)
356 R(N1)-K('i)*U(N1)/D7 '
360 PRINT ON (3)'K(N1).R(N1).N1I".KCN1).R(N1).Nl
378 NEXT N1
38 N3-8
398 PRINT "S8.START. INCREMENT. NUMBER OF CASES. THRESHOLD, T16'

400 INPUT SBS9.N9.T1
418 PRINT 'READ IN HI(1.J) VALUES YES=1 NO08'

420 INPUT NB
438 IF NB-8 GOTO 1668
448 REW 5
450 FOR L2.8 TO 174
460 FOR L1-1 TO 18
470 MAT INFILE ON (5) H1
488 GOSUB 1618
490 FOR N1-8 TO 5
500 N4-N1+1
510 K-N1+8*(N1+2)+1
528 A4(N4.LI)-H1(1.K)
538 NEXT NI
548 A4(11.L1)-H1(18.1)
558 NEXT LI
560 MAT OUTFILE ON (2) A4
578 NEXT L2
588 FF 5
598 REW 2
688 L3--1
618 L=S
628 FOR L2-S TO 174
638 IMT INFILE ON (2) A4
648 FOR L1-1 TO 1
650 L-L+l
668 L3-L3+1
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670 FOR K"1 TO 11
680 A5(K.L) A4(K.L1)
690 NEXT K
788 IF L(258 GOTO 738
710 MAT OUTFILE ON (5) A5
728 LaO
730 REM
748 NEXT LI
758 NEXT L2
768 CLOSE 2
778 PRINT ON (3)'F ILE TRANSFER TIME IS '.GETTIMES(O)790 LF 5
790 OF 5
88 IF N3>0 GOTO 1880
818 N3n1
820 GOSUB 1888
830 FOR L2.8 TO 6
848 MAT INFILE ON (5) A5
650 FOR L11 TO 258
860 L-L1-1+250*L2
870 A(L1w8
680 FOR Ko8 TO 9
89 K1K+1
908 A(L)oA(L)+A5(K1.LI)*R(K1
910 NEXT K
928 A(L)*ACL)/A5(11.L1)
938 GOSUB 1538
948 NEXT L1
950 NEXT L2
960 PRINT ON (3)'LARGEST AC":L3;')"'.A8
978 PRINT 'LARGEST AC';L3;')"'.A8
988 PRINT 'SMALLEST A(';L5;')m'.A9
990 PRINT ON (3)'SMALLEST A(;L5;')m',A9
1000 S8-S8-S9
1810 FOR J801 TO N9
1828 S8.58+59
1838 GOSUB 1718
1848 NEXT JO
1858 GOTO 1219
1068 REM READ IN N. R(N).ACL) ETC.
1878 REW 4
1880 INFILE ON (4) N.U(6).U(7).R(6).R(7).R(C),R(9),D7
1098 PRINT ON (3)'NU(6).UC').R(6)-R(9).D7"'
1108 PRINT ON (3) N.U(6).UC').R(6).R(7).Rcs).R(9).D?
1110 PRINT ON (3)'R(N1).U(N1).KN1),N1'
1120 FOR N1-m TO 5
1138 INFILE ON (4) R(N1).U(N1)
1148 PRINT ON (3) R(N1).U(N1),R(N)*U(N1)*D7,N1
1150 NEXT N1
1168 N2'N-1
1178 FOR Lo8 TO H2
1180 INFILE ON (4) A(L).ECLI
1198 NEXT L
1288 PRINT ON (3)' FILTER TRANSFER TIME IS '.GETTIMES(C)
1218 PRINT 'NEW K(N)=1. NEW SCALEuS. NO.-1'
1228 INPUT A5
1238 IF A5*1 THEN 328
1248 IF A5*8 THEN 398
1268 REW 5
1270 GOSUB 1328
1280 CLOSE 5
1298 CLOSE 4
1308 PRINT *DONE'.'TIME IS *.GETTIMES(8)
1318 STOP
1328 REM PRINT TO FILTER DATA
1338 REW 4
1358 PRINT 'SELECT S SCALE AND Ti THRESHHOLD VALUESm'
1368 INPUT S8.T1
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1361
1362
1363
1378
1375
1380
1390
1480
1410
1420
1438
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1528
1538
1540
1558
1560
1578
1588
1590
1600
1610
1628
1630
1648
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1718
1720
1738
1748
1758
1760
1778
1780
1790
i8ee
1819
1828
1830
1841
1850
1860
1870
188a
1890
1980
1918
1920
1939
1948
1959
196e
1979
198
1999
2088
2011

PRINT ON (3)"TIME ".GETTIMESCU)
PRINT ON C3)-THRESHOLD VALUEm*.T1
RETURN
OF 5
FF 5
A9 l
L3--1
L5.1750
A9.1
99.8
89.0
RETURN
REM SUBROUTINE TO SET THE F1LTER
REM START AT L4=N2 WITH ECN2)o4
IF L>0 GOTO 2030
E(L4) w0
A7 A7+A6
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FOR I-8 TO 9
R(I) RCI)*S8
NEXT I
OUTFILE ON (4) N.U(6).U(7).R(6),RC7).RC8),R(9)
CLOSE 3
FOR N1-0 TO 5
OUTFILE ON (4) R(N1).U(N1)
NEXT N1
N2.N-1
A7.0
FOR L=8 TO H2
L4-N2-L
A(L4)eS8*A(L4)
A6-A(L4)
GOSUB 1970
NEXT L
FOR Lo0 TO N2
OUTFILE ON (4) A(L).E(L)
NEXT L
RETURN
REM SUBROUTINE FOR SIZE
IF AB>ACL) GOTO 1578
A8-ACL)
L3 -L
IF A9<A(L) GOTO 1608
A9-A(L)
L5 -L
RETURN
A4(7.L1)nH1(1.1)
A4(8.L1)oH1(1.3)
A4(9.L1) H1(1.5)
A4(10. LI)HI(1.7)
RETURN
REU 5
FF 5
FF 5
BF 5
GOTO 880
REM GENERATE ECL) GIVEN ACL). Se
A2.0
T2 1
A7.0
FOR LaS TO N2
L4-N2-L
A6-SB*A(L4)
GOSUB 1978
A2*A2+A7+2
NEXT L
EI.A7/N
E2 A2/N
E3-SOR(E2-E1WE1)

4 PRINT ON (3) ERROR E1.E3. ".E1.E3."SCALEw".S9



2020 RETURN
2038 A7-A7+A6
2048 IF A7>T1 GOTO 2878
2858 E(L4) S
2669 RETURN
2678 E(L4)o1
2888 A7?A7-T2
2096 RETURN
2180 REM SUB
2Ui6 De Cat46soRc3'Ptmtl
2126 U()-SO C141f)
838e qTURM
9146 CLOSE 3

158 Opt" *CEIg.1.U t
160 FOR L-9 TO N2

2170 PRINT ON (3) A(L).E(L).Lz
2188 NEXT L
2198 CLOSE 3
2200 EN)
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Appendix F. Program ORTHBAS

1 REM PROGRAM ORTHBAS
18 CLOSE 5
28 CLOSE 3
38 OPEN "IM:".5.2
48 OPEN "CEN:%"3.1
58 REW 5
55 PRINT "X1.X2.X3?"
56 INPUT X1.X2.X3
57 PRINT ON (3) X1.X2.X3*vX1.X2.X3
68 PRINT ON (3) "TIME START '.GETTIMESC)
78 DIM H(1.81)
71 DIM S(3325)
79 K--1
80 FOR J-X1 TO X2
81 FOR J1aJ TO X3
82 K1K+1
83 S(K)we
84 NEXT JI
85 NEXT J
86 KI-K
87 PRINT 'K1-".K1
88 STOP
98 FOR L-8 TO 1749
95 MAT INFILE ON (5) 4
188 K*-1
118 FOR J-X1 TO X2
112 X-H(1.J)A(1.81)
115 FOR J1-J TO X3
128 K-K+1
125 S(K)*S(K)+HC1.J1)V(
138 NEXT Ji
135 NEXT J
136 PINT *L0.,L.GIETIHu(g
148 NEXT L
154 REI 0
164 CLOSE 6
165 OPEN *0R1O.S.It
176 FOR'KsI TO K
163 04TFILK ON (i1 3(KI/75
ibi 1*1141 Ni ) "bk":Kr,)..(K),
185 NEXT K
186 PRINT ON (3)"END OF DATA OUTPUT
288 STOP
218 END

.GETTIMtE(C)
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Program CHECK

10 REM PROGRAM CHECK AND REDUCE OF S SET WITH ERROR CHECK
26 CLOSE 4
25 CLOSE 5
38 CLOSE 3
48 OPEN "MB:,.,2
58 OPEN "CEN:".3.1
68 OPEN "FILTER".468
65 REW 5
66 PRINT ON (3)'TIME START'.GETTIMES(C)
67 PRINT 'TIME START",GETTIMEs()
68 PRINT ON (3)'PROGRAM CHECK DATE OF RUN IS ".GETDATES(C)
78 REW 4
71 DIM H1(1.81),U(?),R(9).E(1758).A(1758).E1(1758)
72 INFILE ON (4) N.U(6),U(7).R(6).R(7).R(9).R(9).D7
73 PRINT ON (3)"N.U(6).U(7).R(6)-R(9),D7"
74 PRINT ON (3) NU(6).U(7).R(6),R(7),R(8),R(9).D7
75 FOR NlmS TO 5
76 INFILE ON (4) R(N1).UCN13
77 PRINT ON (3)'RUKWITH N1I'.N1
79 PRINT ON (3) R(N1).U(NI).R(N1)*U(N1)*D7
60 NEXT N1
81 N2-N-1
85 FOR L-e TO N2
90 INFILE ON (4) A(L).E(L)
95 NEXT L
108 REW 4
185 CLOSE 4
11U DIM S.1(1.81),S(1.91).A2(1758)
120 FOR L-8 TO N2
125 MAT INFILE ON (5) Hi
130 FOR Jul TO 88
134 G86E(L)-A(L)
135 S(1.J)*S(l.J)+H(1.J)*G
136 NEXT J
148 NEXT L
145 REW 5
146 PRINT ON (3)'TIME FOR S',GETTIMES(8)
147 PRINT 'TIME FOR S',GETTIMES(8)
148 N8BN/2
150 FOR N1-8 TO 7
151 N3=(-1)+N1
152 FOR Ke8 TO 9
153 J-K*V+N1+1
154 IF K>0 GOTO 156
155 GOSUB 1808
156 S(1.J)-S(1,J)/N8
158 NEXT K
160 NEXT N1
165 PRINT 'SET FOR REDUCE IS 1 FOR NO AND 8 FOR YES'
166 INPUT R
168 IF Ral GOTO 288
169 GOSUB 2888
288 FOR L-S TO N2
281 E1(L)=8
205 MAT INFILE ON (5) H1
208 FOR J-1 TO 88
218 E1(L)*E1(L)+H1(1.J)*S(1.J)
212 NEXT J
213 E1(L)aE1(L)/N1(1.81)
215 NEXT L
216 REW 5
278 PRINT ON (3)"TIME FOR S1".GETTIMES(S)
271 PRINT 'TIME FOR S1",GETTIMES(8)
300 MAT S1(S)
318 FOR LmB TO N2
315 MAT INFILE ON (5) H1
328 FOR Jul TO 88
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325 S1(1.J)-H1(1.J)*E1(L)+S(1.J)
326 NEXT J
330 NEXT L
340 REW 5
350 FOR N1.8 TO 7
355 N3-(-1)+N1
360 FOR Ku8 TO 9
365 J-1+K*9+N1
370 IF K>8 GOTO 375
371 GOSUB 1188
375 S1(1.J)*S1(1.J)/N8-S(1.J)
380 NEXT K
385 NEXT Ni
389 PRINT ON (3)8S VALUES".GETTIMESCO)
396 MAT PRINT ON (3) S
391 PRINT * S AND St COMPLETED",GETTIMESCS)
394 PRINT ON (3)'DIFFERENCE IN S VALUES DUE TO TRANSFORM'
395 MAT PRINT ON (3) S1
396 OPEN "TRUE",4,8
397 A3-8
398 REW 4
399 PRINT ON (3)"LA.E.E1.E-E1 LIST "
480 REM
482 FOR L-8 TO N2
483 OUTFILE ON (4) A(L).E(L).EICL)
464 PRINT ON (3) L.A(L).E(L).E1(L).E(L)-El(L)
485 NEXT L
566 PRINT *DONE".GETTIMES(C)
516 REW 4
520 REW 5
530 CLOSE 3
548 CLOSE 4
545 CLOSE 5
550 STOP
1008 REM
1801 IF N3<8 GOTO 1810
1805 S(1.J)-S(1.J)/2
1006 GOTO 1815
1010 S(1.J)-e
1615 RETURN
1108 REM
1181 IF N3<8 GOTO 1118
1105 S1(1.J)-S1(1.J)/2
1186 GOTO 1115
1118 S1(1.J)-e
1115 RETURN
200 REM REDUCE OF AREA IN COMUTATION
281 FOR H1-0 TO P
2002 FOR KaS TO 9
2883 JG8OK+NI-I
2884 IF K(2 OR K? GOTO S6I6
2885 GOTO 2N?
2086 StI.JM
2887 NEXT K
2009 J-S*(N1+2)+N1-1
2018 S(1.J)-b
2811 NEXT N1
2015 RETURN
6888 EN3
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Appendix H. Program CONVERGE

18 REM PROGRAM CONVERGE
15 DATA 2.1.2,1,3,8.3.1.3.1.3.1
16 CLOSE 2
17 OPEN "CEN:'.2.S
20 GOSUB 1188
25 PRINT "START TIME ".GETTIMEr(E)
30 PRINT "READ INITIAL FILTER YESw1.N0=0. ITERATION LEVEL L9m"
35 INPUT 1.19
40 IF 168O GOTO 98
45 GOSUB 1008
46 GOSUB 1258
58 GOSUB 1500
54 PRINT ON (3)"S WITH R".GETTIMES(0)
55 GOSUB 1808
60 GOSUB 1788
64 PRINT ON (3)"S WITHOUT R".GETTIMES(8)
65 GOSUB 1888
70 GOSUB 1688
75 GOSUB 2000
80 GOSUB 1400
65 GOTO 95
90 GOSUB 1250
91 GOSUB 1300
92 19*19+1
95 GOSUB 1980
485 I9"19-1
486 PRINT ON (3)*ITERATION VALUE IS",I9.GETTIMES(C)
487 PRINT "ITERATION VALUE IS '.I9.GETTIMESO8)
490 IF 19>0 GOTO 58
495 GOSUB 1288
500 GOSUB 1200
518 PRINT "TIME STOP".GETTIMEs(8)
515 STOP
1000 REM SUBROUTINE TO READ FILTER AND PRINT STATUS
1081 PRINT '1080"
1010 CLOSE 4
1820 OPEN "FILTER '.4.8
1025 REW 4
1838 INFILE ON (4) N.U(6).U(7).R(6).R(7).R(C).R(9).D7
1835 PRINT ON (3)'N.U(6).U(').R(6)-R(9).D7"
1848 PRINT ON (3) N.U(6).U(').R(6).R(T).R(C).R(9).D7
1045 FOR NIu0 TO 5
1858 INFILE ON (4) R(N.l,U(N1)
1055 PRINT ON (3)"R.U.K.WITH N1".N1
1669 FINT ON (I) RND 0.'N1),Rrr1) 7/?UuN1)
1865 NEXT N1
1878 N2'N-1
18? FOR 18 TO N2
188u INFILE ON (4) A(L).E(L)
1085 NEXT L
1898 REW 4
1895 CLOSE 4
1899 RETURN
1108 REM SUBROUTINE TO SET INTITAL CONDITIONS
1181 PRINT "1108"
1182 N4'1758
1185 DIM H(1.61).S(1.81).E(N4).A(N4).E1(N4)
1186 DIM U(7).R(9)
1118 CLOSE 5
1115 CLOSE 3
1128 OPEN "MB:".5.2
1125 OPEN "CEN:'.3.1
1138 REW 5
1135 PRINT ON (3) "TIME START'.GETTIMES(8)
1140 PRINT ON (3)"PROGRAM CONVERGE. DATE IS '.GETDATE$(8)
1145 RETURN
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1208 REM SUBROUTINE TO CLOSE PROGRAM
1201 PRINT "1288'
1205 REW 5
1218 CLOSE 5
1211 PRINT ON (3)*ACL).E(L).E1(L).L'
1212 FOR L-S TO N2
1213 PRINT ON (3) ACL).E(L).E1(L).L
1214 NEXT L
1215 PRINT ON (3)"TIME STOP".GETTIMES(8)
1220 CLOSE 3
1222 CLOSE 2
1225 RETURN
1258 REM SUBROUTINE TO OPEN TRUE
1251 PRINT a1250U
1255 CLOSE 4
1265 OPEN 'TRUE 0.4.0
1266 REW 4
1270 RETURN
1280 REM SUBROUTINE TO CLOSE TRUE
1281 PRINT '1289'
1285 REW 4
1298 CLOSE 4
1295 RETURN
1300 REM SUBROUTINE TO READ TRUE
1381 PRINT '1389'
1305 REW 4
1310 FOR N1-0 TO 9
1315 INFILE ON (4) R(N1)
1328 NEXT N1
1325 FOR Jl TO 81
1330 INFILE ON (4) S(1.J)
1335 NEXT J
1340 INFILE ON (4) S2.S3.N
1341 N2-N-1
1345 FOR L-0 TO N2
1358 INFILE ON (4) A(L).E(L).E1(L)
1355 NEXT L
1360 RETURN
1408 REM SUBROUTINE TO PRINT TO TRUE
1481 PRINT '1408'
1485 REW 4
1410 FOR N119 TO 9
1415 OUTFILE ON (4) R(N1)
1428 NEXT N1
1425 FOR J1 TO 81
1436 OUTFILE ON (4) S(1.J)
1435 NEXT J
1440 OUTFILE ON (4) S2.S3.H
1442 PRINT ON (3)"N4.N.N2-".N4.N.N2
1445 FOR La8 TO N2
1450 OUTFILE ON (4) A(L).E(L).E1(L)
1455 NEXT L
1460 RETURN
1506 REM SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE S.S2.S3 GIVEN E(L) A(L)
1581 PRINT '15808'
1585 S3.0
1518 S2.0
1511 REW 5
1515 MAT Sm(0)
1528 FOR L-0 TO N2
1525 MAT INFILE ON (5) H
1530 FOR J1 TO 8
1534 A7-E(L)
1535 S(1.J).S(1.J)+H(1.J)*A7
1540 NEXT J
1545 S3-S3+(E(L)+2)*H(1.81)
1550 S2-S2+(A(L)+2)*H(1.81)
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1555 NEXT L
1568 REW 5
1561 N8-N/2
1562 FOR N1-S TO 7
1563 N3-(-1)+N1
1564 FOR Kee TO 9
1565 J-8*K+N1+1
1566 IF K>8 GOTO 1572
1567 IF N3<( GOTO 1578
1568 S(1.J)-S(I.J)/2
1569 GOTO 1572
1578 S(1.J)-0
1572 S(1.J)-S(1.J)/N
1573 NEXT K
1574 NEXT N1
1575 S2-S2/N8
1576 S3-S3/N9
1577 RETURN
1688 REM SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE El GIVEN S
1681 PRINT '1688-
1685 FOR Lae TO N2
1618 E1(L)-8
1615 MAT INFILE ON (5) H
1628 FOR J-1 TO 8
1625 E1(L)-E1(L)+H(I.J)46(Q.J)
1638 NEXT J
1635 E1(L)-E1(L)/H(1.81)
1648 NEXT L
1645 REW 5
1658 RETURN
1788 REM SUBROUTINE TO REIDVE RCN1) FROM S
1781 PRINT '170'
1785 S(i.i)uS(1.1)-R(6)
1786 S(1.3)-S(1.3)-R(7)
1787 S(1.5)-S(1.5)-R(8)
1789 S(1.7)-S(1.7)-R(9)
1718 S(1.17)-S(1.17)-R(e)
1712 S(1.26)-S(1.26)-R(1)
1714 S(1.35)-S(1.35)-RC2)
1716 S(1.44)-S(1.44)-R(3)
1718 S(1.53)-1.53)-Rc4)
1728 S(1.62)-S(1.62)-Rc5)
1725 FOR K-e TO 9
1726 FOR N1-8 TO 7
1727 J-8*K+N1+1
1728 IF K>1 AND K<8 GOTO 1735
1729 S(1.J)-S
1735 IF N1<6 GOTO 1748
1736 S(1.J)-e
1746 NEXT N1
1745 NEXT K
1758 RETURN
188 REM SUBROUTINE TO PRINT S
1881 PRINT '1800'
1810 MAT PRINT ON (3) S
1815 S5-8
1828 FOR Ju1 TO 8e
1825 55S5+S(1.J)+2
1838 NEXT J
1831 FOR J-1 TO 8
1832 S5-S5+S(I.J)+2
1833 NEXT J
1846 PRINT ON (3)*+2.S5-".S5
1858 RETURN
1988 REM PRINT R.S2.S3.S4
1981 PRINT 01958"
1985 PRINT ON (3)"R SET'.GETTIMES(S)
19e8 S4-5
1918 FOR N1- TO 9
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1915 PRINT ON (3)"R(Z;N1;2)'".R(N1)
1926 S4uS4+R(NI)+2
1921 IF N1<6 GOTO 1925
1922 S4*S4+R(NI)+2
1925 NEXT N1
1930 PRINT ON (3)8E+2 SUM S2*";S2.A+2 SUM S3m":S3
1935 PRINT ON ()R+2 SUM S4*";S4
1940 RETURN
2000 REM GENERATE ECL) GIVEN ACL).E1(L).R8
2001 PRINT "2000
2004 READ L6ER7
2005 R8-L6-1
2006 PRINT ON (3)"OUANT17Fn L6*".L6.RELAXITION R7m".R7
2010 L51-/RB
2015 J5"1/L6
2019 L8=1
2020 A7"8
2321 87-0
2025 FOR L"0 TO N2
2033 L4=N2-L
233 A6 A(L4)-E1 (L4)*RT7
2040 A7.A7+A6
2045 81-L
2050 82"L7
2055 FOR Jul TO L6
2060 81.81-J5
20 5 e282-L5
2070 IF A7>B1 GOTO 2088
2075 NEXT J
2080 E(L4)*82
2C31 s871+82
2085 A7"A7-82
2-36 NEXT L
2033 'RINT CAN (3)"SUM OF E(L) IS ".87.NORMAL B'/N .",974N
2'33 PRINT nN (3)"REMAINDER A7".A7
20?39 PE '^v
2,398 Ei*0
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